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Abstract:Abstract:

BeamBeam--based Positron Annihilation Spectroscopy based Positron Annihilation Spectroscopy 
(PAS)(PAS)
nondestructively porenondestructively pore--size determination and size determination and 
distribution of 0.3nmdistribution of 0.3nm--30nm pores30nm pores
Depth profiling:Depth profiling:

interconnection length of poresinterconnection length of pores
depthdepth--dependent inhomogenitiesdependent inhomogenities
damage in poredamage in pore--structurestructure
hidden porosity (dense layers, diffusion barriers)hidden porosity (dense layers, diffusion barriers)



Main spectroscopies:Main spectroscopies:

time domaintime domain
energy of annihilation gamma raysenergy of annihilation gamma rays
momentum of gamma rays:momentum of gamma rays:

doppler Energy shiftsdoppler Energy shifts
Angular distributionAngular distribution



Most interesting parameters:Most interesting parameters:

pore sizepore size
pore size distribution (PSD)pore size distribution (PSD)
Pore interconnection length LPore interconnection length Lintint

Scale length over which pores are connected to Scale length over which pores are connected to 
each othereach other



Ps in nanoporous films:Ps in nanoporous films:



Ps in nanoporous films:Ps in nanoporous films:

Positrons (50 eVPositrons (50 eV--15keV):15keV):
scatters of atoms and scatters of atoms and 
electronselectrons
slows down to atomic slows down to atomic 
scale energy(several scale energy(several 
eV) in picoeV) in pico--secondsseconds

Typically 10%Typically 10%--
50%:50%:

Capture bound molecular Capture bound molecular 
electron electron (Ore(Ore--model)model)

Recombines with Recombines with „„spurspur““
ee-- from efrom e++ ionizing ionizing 
collisions collisions (Spur(Spur--model)model)

Forming PsForming Ps



Note:Note:
Relationship between these formation Relationship between these formation 
mechanisms and contribution of material to mechanisms and contribution of material to 
them are largely unknownthem are largely unknown



PsPs

pp--PsPs
singlet (parasinglet (para--) Ps) Ps
S=0S=0
LT=125 psLT=125 ps
22γγ--annihilation annihilation 
conserving momentum conserving momentum 
and energyand energy
narrow peak at 511 keVnarrow peak at 511 keV

σσ--PsPs
triplet (orthotriplet (ortho--))
S=1S=1
LT=142 nsLT=142 ns
33γγ--annihilationannihilation
γγ--ray energy distribution ray energy distribution 
increases linearincreases linear
cutoff at 511 keVcutoff at 511 keV
Annihilation strongly Annihilation strongly 
perturbed by interaction perturbed by interaction 
with surrounding ewith surrounding e--

reduces reduces σσ--Ps Ps 
lifetime while lifetime while 
localized in poreslocalized in pores



inside potential well of void Ps is trapped with small inside potential well of void Ps is trapped with small 
loss of energyloss of energy

singlet interaction of esinglet interaction of e++ in in σσ--Ps with surrounding Ps with surrounding 
molecular emolecular e-- of of opposite spinopposite spin SHORTENS PsSHORTENS Ps--lt. lt. 
Mixing in fast 2Mixing in fast 2γγ decay during wall collisions decay during wall collisions 

““pickpick--offoff”” annihilation decreases lifetime fromannihilation decreases lifetime from
142ns              ~1ns142ns              ~1ns

annihilation with Psannihilation with Ps--bound ebound e--



most useful property to find out: most useful property to find out: PORESIZEPORESIZE
•• Micropores (RMicropores (R≤≤2nm)          good correlation to          2nm)          good correlation to          

QMQM--TaoTao--Eldrup model (Eldrup model (RTE:extensionRTE:extension to to 
mesopores (R>2nm))mesopores (R>2nm))

•• if pores closed        Ps trapped (if pores closed        Ps trapped (““bounces like gasbounces like gas--
atomatom””))

•• smaller pores         faster pickoffsmaller pores         faster pickoff
more 2more 2γγ--annihilationannihilation

•• if PSD          distribution of Psif PSD          distribution of Ps--lifetimelifetime



Connected pores:Connected pores:

Length scale of connection Length scale of connection LLintint
Ps light and mobilePs light and mobile

Can diffuse over great distances (greater than film Can diffuse over great distances (greater than film 
thickness)thickness)

~ 10~ 1066 porepore--wall collisions before annihilationwall collisions before annihilation
Ps escaping into vacuum:  LT=142 nsPs escaping into vacuum:  LT=142 ns

indicates connectionindicates connection
•• but only part of Ps escapesbut only part of Ps escapes

Profiling into various depthsProfiling into various depths



•• profiling into various depthsprofiling into various depths
•• average pore size by mean free path of Psaverage pore size by mean free path of Ps

(material must be capped by thin film)(material must be capped by thin film)

VV--pore volume; Spore volume; S--pore surface areapore surface area

mean free path= 4 V
S



PASPAS--techniques:techniques:

DopplerDoppler--broadening spectroscopy (DBS)broadening spectroscopy (DBS)
Angular correlation of annihilation radiation Angular correlation of annihilation radiation 
(ACAR)(ACAR)
PsPs--time of flight (PStime of flight (PS--TOF)TOF)
33γγ annihilation spectroscopy (3annihilation spectroscopy (3γγ/2/2γγ branching branching 
ratio)ratio)
Positronium annihilation lifetime spectroscopy Positronium annihilation lifetime spectroscopy 
(PALS)(PALS)
Implantation directly from Implantation directly from ββ+ + source in sample source in sample 
(bulk(bulk--PAS)PAS)



BulkBulk--PASPAS: unsuitable for thin films: unsuitable for thin films
high energieshigh energies
broad energy rangebroad energy range

Positron beam:Positron beam:
focused, mono energetic efocused, mono energetic e++, defined energy, defined energy
vacuum systemvacuum system
depth profiling (varying energies)depth profiling (varying energies)



DBS and ACAR:DBS and ACAR:

Sensitive to momentumSensitive to momentum

determined by momentum of edetermined by momentum of e-- in Ps and free ein Ps and free e++

annihilationannihilation
probe electronical and physical environmentprobe electronical and physical environment



DBS:DBS:
high energy resolution high energy resolution γγ--detectors (germanium)detectors (germanium)

needs sufficient calibrationneeds sufficient calibration
no pore sizeno pore size



Coincidence DBS:Coincidence DBS:

2 2 γγ--detectors (germanium) simultaneouslydetectors (germanium) simultaneously
better energy resolutionbetter energy resolution
useful probing pore surface chemistryuseful probing pore surface chemistry



ACAR:ACAR:

measures not energy broading of 511 keV measures not energy broading of 511 keV γγ--rays but rays but 
relative angle between themrelative angle between them
component of pair momentum in transverse to component of pair momentum in transverse to γγ--ray ray 
directiondirection
at rest: pat rest: p--Ps, Ps quenchingPs, Ps quenching

deviation angle deviation angle θθ from 180from 1800 0 of the back to back of the back to back 
gamma raysgamma rays
ΘΘ typically ~10mradtypically ~10mrad
ΘΘ larger for high momentum annihilationslarger for high momentum annihilations



ACAR Setup:ACAR Setup:

2 positron sensitive detectors (ACAR cameras)2 positron sensitive detectors (ACAR cameras)
5 meters apart         angular resolution ~mrads5 meters apart         angular resolution ~mrads
ΘΘ calculated from 2 coincident 511 keV gamma rayscalculated from 2 coincident 511 keV gamma rays

difference to DBS: only pdifference to DBS: only p--Ps annihilation contributesPs annihilation contributes
needs intense positron beam for beam based depthneeds intense positron beam for beam based depth--
profilingprofiling



PsPs--TOF:TOF:

porous media with highly interconnected pores porous media with highly interconnected pores 
beam forms Ps near surface of filmbeam forms Ps near surface of film
narrow collominated gamma shield placed in front of narrow collominated gamma shield placed in front of 
one detector near front of the filmone detector near front of the film
Ps escaping film annihilates in collominatorPs escaping film annihilates in collominator

TOF recordedTOF recorded

Time histogram can be converted to energy Time histogram can be converted to energy 
distributiondistribution



Ps TOF:Ps TOF:

beam energy varies:beam energy varies:

degree of Ps than can thermalize and its escapedegree of Ps than can thermalize and its escape--
energy variesenergy varies

useful to understand thermalisation and diffusion useful to understand thermalisation and diffusion 
in poresin pores

check interconnectioncheck interconnection

no pore size, not suitable for closed poresno pore size, not suitable for closed pores



PALS and 3PALS and 3γγ/2/2γγ::

most used and useful methodsmost used and useful methods
determine pore size, interconnectivity, depthdetermine pore size, interconnectivity, depth--dependent film dependent film 
inhomogeneitiesinhomogeneities
use of positron beamuse of positron beam
Lifetime measurement:Lifetime measurement:
Start Signal:Start Signal: While being implanted into the film, positrons While being implanted into the film, positrons 
knock off secondary electrons which starts the timing clock. knock off secondary electrons which starts the timing clock. 
(The time for positrons to form Ps is on the order of picosecond(The time for positrons to form Ps is on the order of picosecond, , 
i.e., 10i.e., 10--12 sec, which can be neglected compared to Ps lifetime 12 sec, which can be neglected compared to Ps lifetime 
on the order of nanosecond.) on the order of nanosecond.) 
Stop signal:Stop signal: Ps annihilates into gammaPs annihilates into gamma--rays, which stops the rays, which stops the 
timing clocktiming clock



LifetimeLifetime setupsetup forfor BeamBeam



A typical PALS spectrum with three film Ps lifetimes fitted usinA typical PALS spectrum with three film Ps lifetimes fitted using POSFIT.  The g POSFIT.  The 
points for each channel have been connected with a line for visupoints for each channel have been connected with a line for visual clarity.  Each al clarity.  Each 

channel corresponds to 1.25 nschannel corresponds to 1.25 ns



33γγ/2/2γγ::

Energy spectrum Energy spectrum 

33γγ spectraspectra 22γγ spectraspectra

Calculation of 3Calculation of 3γγ//γγ2 ratio2 ratio

increasing in larger poresincreasing in larger pores



TaoTao--Eldrup:Eldrup:
unuseful for pore sizes approaching thermal De Broglie unuseful for pore sizes approaching thermal De Broglie 
wavelength of Pswavelength of Ps

~ 6 nm~ 6 nm
extension for larger pores: extension for larger pores: RTERTE

PorePore--size calibration calculated at different temperatures using a size calibration calculated at different temperatures using a 
cubical pore shape model.  The 0K (ground state) curve given by cubical pore shape model.  The 0K (ground state) curve given by the the 
TaoTao--Eldrup model and the dashed curve given by the classical Eldrup model and the dashed curve given by the classical 
model are presented for comparisonmodel are presented for comparison



TaoTao--EldrupEldrup::

RTE: at RTE: at givengiven temperaturetemperature and and assumedassumed porepore shapeshape
curvecurve measuringmeasuring lifetimelifetime versusversus porepore dimensiondimension cancan bebe
calculatedcalculated
conversionconversion to to classicalclassical meanmean freefree pathpath meanmean distance distance 
betweenbetween Ps Ps porepore wall wall collusionscollusions porepore sizesize
notnot specificspecific to to porepore geometrygeometry

1

1
142

pickoff vac

vac ns

λ λ λ
τ

λ

= = +

=



roundround--robin:robin:

SANS: SANS: smallsmall angle angle neutronneutron scatteringscattering
EP: EP: ellipsoellipso--metricmetric porosimetryporosimetry
BET: gas BET: gas absorptionabsorption



PSD:PSD:
Fitting of decay spectrum to a continuum of lifetimes Fitting of decay spectrum to a continuum of lifetimes 
using CONTIN or MELTusing CONTIN or MELT

Converted into fractional pore volume as a function of Converted into fractional pore volume as a function of 
a f. e. spherical pore diametera f. e. spherical pore diameter



PSD:PSD:



Determination of Film Determination of Film PorosityPorosity::

complicatedcomplicated dependencedependence of of PsPs--annihilationannihilation intensityintensity on on 
porepore sizesize and and porosityporosity
no no uniqueunique correspondencecorrespondence fromfrom fittedfitted PsPs--intensityintensity oror
33γγ/2/2γγ to to porosityporosity
independent independent measuresmeasures of of porosityporosity requiredrequired



Determination of Film Determination of Film PorosityPorosity::



Determination of Film Determination of Film PorosityPorosity::



DepthDepth--profilingprofiling of of filmsfilms::

powerfulpowerful featurefeature of of beambeam--basedbased PASPAS
MeanMean positron positron implatationimplatation depthdepth::

E E -- beam beam energyenergy; ; ρρ –– film film densitydensity in g/cmin g/cm3

correspondscorresponds well to well to PsPs--formingforming profileprofile butbut notnot to to 
annihilationannihilation profileprofile ((connectedconnected porespores))
DepthDepth--depentdentdepentdent variationsvariations of of PsPs--intensityintensity reflectreflect
changeschanges in in porosityporosity
LifetimeLifetime indicatesindicates porepore sizesize variationsvariations ((closedclosed porespores))

1,640Z E
ρ

=
uv



DepthDepth--profilingprofiling of of filmsfilms::



DepthDepth--profilingprofiling of of filmsfilms::

RevealsReveals LLintint::
PsPs--lightlight and mobile and mobile -- cancan diffuse 1000nmdiffuse 1000nm--thick filmthick film
((fullyfully interconnectedinterconnected porespores))
Annihilation in vacuum(142 ns, high 3Annihilation in vacuum(142 ns, high 3γγ/2/2γγ ratioratio))
MeasuringMeasuring escapingescaping--PsPs fractionfraction of film as of film as functionfunction of of 
implantationimplantation lengthlength
calculationcalculation of of mesoporemesopore LLintint::

meanmean implantationimplantation depthdepth fromfrom whichwhich 50% Ps 50% Ps escapeescape thethe
filmfilm



DepthDepth--profilingprofiling of of filmsfilms::



DepthDepth--profilingprofiling of of filmsfilms::



DepthDepth--profilingprofiling of of filmsfilms::

InformationInformation
fromfrom 33γγ/2/2γγ ratioratio::



DepthDepth--profilingprofiling of of filmsfilms::

DBS DBS parametersparameters
s,ws,w also sensitive:also sensitive:



PorosityPorosity variationsvariations in film in film depthdepth::

WhatWhat ifif film film notnot homogeneoushomogeneous??
BeamBeam--basedbased PAS PAS cancan studystudy hiddenhidden porosityporosity
((diffusiondiffusion barriersbarriers, , cappingcapping layerslayers……))
diffusiondiffusion barriersbarriers sealingsealing cancan bebe testedtested



PorosityPorosity variationsvariations in film in film depthdepth::
multilayermultilayer modelmodel::

1,5 nm1,5 nm

3,5 nm3,5 nm
PALS PALS depthdepth--
profilingprofiling mustmust bebe
combinedcombined withwith
etchingetching off off upperupper
layerslayers
((interconnectionsinterconnections))



Pore Pore shapeshape and growth:and growth:
understandingunderstanding importantimportant forfor controlledcontrolled porepore designdesign
((determineddetermined porepore sizesize and and interconnectivityinterconnectivity))
PALS PALS cancan simultaneouslysimultaneously characterizecharacterize sizesize and  and  
interconnectioninterconnection lengthlength
StudyStudy nanoporousitynanoporousity fromfrom isolatedisolated porespores to to 
interconnectedinterconnected networknetwork
3 3 porogensporogens::

CA:calixCA:calix arenearene porogensporogens
CD:cyclodextrinCD:cyclodextrin porogensporogens

•• tCDtCD--methoxylmethoxyl functionalfunctional groupgroup
•• sCDsCD--trimethoxyltrimethoxyl functionalfunctional groupgroup





Pore Pore shapeshape and growth:and growth:

sCDsCD: : producesproduces cylindricalcylindrical growthgrowth
tCDtCD: : threethree--dimensionaldimensional growthgrowth
CA: explosive growth CA: explosive growth beyondbeyond criticalcritical concentrationconcentration
(7%(7%--15% 15% porosityporosity))



ThanksThanks forfor listeninglistening!!

http://positron.physik.unihttp://positron.physik.uni--halle.dehalle.de
http://positrons.physics.lsa.umich.eduhttp://positrons.physics.lsa.umich.edu


